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Half-caste is a term for a category of people of mixed race or ethnicity. It is derived from the term caste,
which comes from the Latin castus, meaning pure, and the derivative Portuguese and Spanish casta,
meaning race.It can sometimes be used or seen as an offensive term (particularly in New Zealand and the
Pacific Islands and parts of Asia), but this is not universal.
Half-caste - Wikipedia
Acephelous Societies without hierarchical leaders. African Political Systems; Papuan Big man system; The
Art of Not Being Governed; State Non-western state systems
Caste - Wikipedia
Racism is the belief in the superiority of one race over another, which often results in discrimination and
prejudice towards people based on their race or ethnicity.The use of the term "racism" does not easily fall
under a single definition. The ideology underlying racism often includes the idea that humans can be
subdivided into distinct groups that are different due to their social behavior ...
Racism - Wikipedia
Link to University Teachers for Human Rights (Jaffna) Online copy of "The Broken Palmyra - The Tamil Crisis
in Sri Lanka: An Inside Account". By Rajan Hoole, Daya Somasundaram, K.Sritharan and Rajani
Thiranagama.
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